
Update on OASIS Open Projects rule change - the PGB can now adopt a standing rule to allow
maintainers to create repos as they see fit, so long as the new repos use an existing OCA PGB
approved license. We would like to adopt this standing rule to allow development to happen in a
more agile fashion and not bother the PGB with so much future administrivia. Proposed rule text, to
add to "Project Governing Board: Decisions" section:

In accordance with the OASIS Open Project Rules, the OCA PGB delegates authority to create new
github repositories to the OCA Technical Steering Committee, so long as the license that is being
used in the repository is a license that was previously used in an PGB approved OCA project, and
the TSC communicates the creation or removal of repositories to the PGB mailing list.

TSC Approval - The following maintainers and OCA members are volunteering to constitute the
new TSC. We request the PGB approve this membership:

Xiaokui Shu (IBM) Maintainer, Kestrel, TSC Chair
Danny Elliot (IBM) - Maintainer, STIX Shifter
Sara Archacki (CIS) - Maintainer, PACE
David Lemire (HII) - Maintainer, PACE
Matthias Vallentin (Tenzir)
Mark Mastrangeli (Tenzir), PGB Rep
Duncan Sparrell (sFractal), PGB Rep

The TSC held an introductory meeting and chose Xiaokui as inaugural chair. The TSC may decide to
choose a co-chair at a later point in time.

No change will be made to OCA rules as to how new members can be added to the TSC, as it is at
PGB discretion (ref:
https://github.com/opencybersecurityalliance/oasis-open-project/blob/master/GOVERNANCE.md ).
We would like to propose a new standing rule that states when a new project is onboarded, that
project must designate a maintainer to join the TSC meetings. Proposed rule text, under "Incubation
process:

The TSC has chosen to meet monthly and is going to immediately start working on open issues
around governance across the projects.

Discussion on "Working Groups" vs "Sub Projects"; IPR guidance for Github

Administrivia package:

- We would like to create a PGB Repo for project tracking, agenda, PGB only materials

- We would like to create TSC Repo for the same

- We would like to archive scap-v2-prototype repo

https://github.com/opencybersecurityalliance/oasis-open-project/blob/master/GOVERNANCE.md


- Adoption of an OCA Code of Conduct

- License change for Documentation folder. This will require a Special Majority Vote to approve using
the CC-BY-4.0 license.

- Repos for working groups / sub projects: Currently all of the working group stuff is in the
"Documentation" folder, mixed with other things such as Marketing, Minutes, Enablement guides.
Charters for the WGs are spread around in this folder & finding them would be a challenge. It is a bit
of a mess. We also can not link to anywhere from the main OCA webpage. The IOB and Zero Trust
Architecture working groups should have their own repos with their own wikis and issues project
boards


